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Editor’s Note
In this week’s Market Buzz we celebrate the Market Theatre Laboratory’s 30 year legacy,
while also celebrating the life of Barney Simon and Nadine Gordimer. We also look at
the Market Theatre Foundation’s partnerships with RapidLion and OSF-SA
- Zama Sweetness Buthelezi (Brand and Communications Manager)

T

he Market Theatre Laboratory marked
its 30th anniversary this year. The
graduation ceremony held earlier this
month is a testimony to the continued
success of this iconic school founded by Barney
Simon and John Kani. See page 6 for the story.
November 20 the legendary South African
writer Nadine Gordimer would have celebrated
her 95th birthday. She died in 2014. Gordimer
was an ardent supporter of the Market Theatre
and of the Theatre’s founding Artistic Director,
Barney Simon. In Archiving the Market Theatre,
page 30 we share snippets from an obituary
that Nadine Gordimer had written when Barney
Simon died on 30 June 1995. Gordimer’s books

are also featured in the Exclusive Books PanAfrican Reading Rooms at the Windybrow Arts
Centre, see page 26
The Market Theatre Foundation has renewed its
partnership for a further three years with RapidLion
to present the annual South African International
Film Festival at the Market Theatre. In the fourth
instalment of the Festival, RapidLion is pleased
to announce that it will host German-born film
producer, Jan Harlan, as the Festival Guest. See
page 10 for the story.
Watch out for next Bumper Issue which will
highlight some of this year’s successes at the
Market Theatre Foundation.
12 November– 25 November 2018
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Thirty Years of Nurturing
Artistic Excellence
Looking at thirty years of Market Theatre Laboratory success
- Zama Sweetness Buthelezi
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F

ounded by Dr John Kani and Barney
Simon in 1988, the Market Theatre
Laboratory is the educational arm of the
world famous Market Theatre.

“The Market Theatre Laboratory’s training
programmes produce confident, disciplined
performing arts professionals who are highly
skilled in several modes of performance.
Deeply embedded in the ethos of the school
is a commitment to provide opportunities for
talented youth from disadvantaged backgrounds
who would not otherwise be able to pursue
their passion for the arts or study further”, says
Clara Vaughan, the Head of the Market Theatre
Laboratory.
Exceptional performers and theatre-makers
including the 2017 Standard Bank Young Young
Artist, Monageng Motshabi, Naledi Award
winners Mahlatsi Mokgonyana and Billy Langa,
and SAFTA award winners Harriet Manamela,
Warren Masemola and Lindiwe Ndlovu are alumni
of the Market Theatre Laboratory.

In 2017, the Market Theatre Laboratory won
the Standard Bank Gold Ovation Award for Hani:
the Legacy. This year, Market Theatre Laboratory
students continued to build the school’s stellar
reputation by competing against students from
the top tertiary institutions in the country. The
Market Theatre Laboratory scooped the Best
Student Production Award at the National Arts
Festival with their production Marose.
The Market Theatre Laboratory in partnership
with the Windybrow Arts Centre has also launched
the Kwasha! Theatre Company to assist alumni
from the Market Theatre Laboratory to develop
sustainable and rewarding careers. The Kwasha!
Theatre Company is on a national tour with their
production The Little Prince, which they presented
on the Main platform of the National Arts Festival.
The tour is sponsored by the French Institute of
South Africa and Mazars.
This year’s batch of Market Theatre Laboratory
will join the ranks of other successful alumni who
are writing their names in lights in South Africa’s
creative and cultural sectors.

12 November– 25 November 2018
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The Market Laboratory
Graduation Class Of 2018
Thulisile Nduvane reflects on the experience of studying at the
Market Theatre Laboratory
- Thulisile Nduvane

O

n Saturday 3 November, the Market
Theatre Laboratory hosted a
graduation ceremony for its second
year students. Thulisile Nduvane,
delivered a speech on behalf of her graduating
peers. Market BUZZ publishes extracts from her
speech.

To Thandeka Nheke. Thank you for your strong
presence and heart towards us. Be it a chat in
your office about life or the endless stream of
photocopy requests you get on a daily basis.
Thank you for always doing the behind the scenes
work that you never get applauded for. Today we
applaud you and thank you.

“So here we are guys... we’re at the end. We’re
really at the end. This is surreal to most of us sitting
here. These two years have simultaneously been
the LONGEST and the shortest time of our lives.

Rudy Motseatsea. Thank you for swooping in
and taking the reigns from time to time for being
the voice of the young up there in that office and
also for the unseen work you do for us.

When asking my classmates what they
wanted me to say here this afternoon, one thing
EVERYONE mentioned was that they wanted me
to THANK ALL THE PEOPLE THAT HAVE PLAYED
A HAND AT BRINGING IS HERE TODAY.

To our phenomenal, WORLD CLASS teachers.
You have been an integral part of our journey.
Without you we would not be as ready to take
on this industry as we are today. Many of us on
this stage wouldn’t have been able to reach the

8
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finish line without the financial support offered to
us by our teachers and sponsors we’ve never met
before. Every single one of us want to thank you
for getting us through.
Many of you have touched our hearts in
profound ways in the little things you’ve said in
passing as we sat in circles any reflected on the
class.
I’d like to give special mention to:
Teresa Mojela- thank you for teaching us to
ALWAYS empty our cups. To come humbly to any
process or collaboration and any room we walk
into. Ready to learn and be filled.
Dorothy Ann Gould - thank you for the many
stories a you’ve shared with us about your insanely
successful career, that’s taken you to many places
and stages. Through all of this you’ve left us with
important lessons on how to conduct ourselves
with respect not only for ourselves but for every
other person in the room from the cleaner, to the
CEO.
Hayleigh Evans- for the business skills you’ve
left us with. Because of you we know how to
sell ourselves before we reach the meeting.
You’ve taught us to recognize and NAME our
skills because even we are worthy of the inward
recognition of who we are and what we possess.
Jacques De Silva- we will always remember to
stay alive in our hearts. To always be the horse and
the jockey and to never stop even if it hurts.
Omphile Molusi- first of all, we thank you
humbly for making today’s showcase a possibility.
You came in and molded our stories together,
unleashed things within us that we didn’t even
know existed. Thank you for allowing us to play
and teaching us the importance of finding that
child within us. This is why asking you to honour
us with your presence by directing this graduation
showcase needed no debate.
Vice Motshabi- you’ve been with us from the
very beginning, from being part of the panel
that chose each and every one of us in our first
auditions, to Theatre Studies classes in our first
year, to directing us for graduation in our first year

and The Saga. You’ve been there every step of the
way. Constantly challenging us to know more, to
inquire, to challenge systems that do not honour
is as young black theatre makers. Thank you for
giving us the courage to speak our truth, even if
our voices shake.
Clara Vaughan- thank you for captaining this
ship as fiercely as you have. You have done a
phenomenal job at designing this curriculum to
shape a particular experience for this particular
group of artists. Thank you for always catering to
our needs, our requests and always listening to our
sometimes outrageous demands and opinions.
Thank you Clara for hand picking all of us to walk
this journey together. On our first day of first year
you told us “don’t be a passenger”. From this we
learnt to always take opportunities by the horns
and To always be the first to raise our hands when
when it comes knocking. We will carry this lesson
as we make our way through this tough industry.
All of you, with the involvement of many others
are the reason we stand here. Tall and proud and
ready to take on the world. Ready to make the
young, black voice heard on every stage.
And to our parents who were crazy enough to
believe in our dreams of becoming actors, thank
you! And even if you don’t believe, thank you for
trusting the process. For trusting us enough to let
us figure this journey out on our own. Thank you
for being here to witness just a portion of what this
dream may look like. Thank you for being here to
celebrate with us.
To my classmates. My comrades. My brothers
and sisters. I leave you with this.
We are all forces to be reckoned with.
We are all storytellers, truth tellers.
“This is who we are, we are the music makers,
the dreamers of dreams”.
Don’t ever be afraid to Exist LOUDLY.
Speak the truth, even if your voice shakes.
I’m honored to have met you all, to have been
challenged by you.
I bid you all farewell. Until our paths cross again.”
12 November– 25 November 2018
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RapidLion Returns to the
Market Theatre
The South African International Film Festival returns to The Market Theatre with Master
classes by the legendary Jan Harlan
--

10
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T

he Market Theatre Foundation
has renewed and signed another
three year contract with RapidLion.
The RapidLion’s The South African
International Film Festival is pleased to announce
that it will host German-born film producer Jan
Harlan for its fourth instalment, which runs at the
Market Theatre from 1 March to 10 March 2019.
Harlan, mostly known as an executive producer
for Stanley Kubrick classics such as The Shining,
Full Metal Jacket and Eyes Wide Shut, as well as
the Steven Spielberg - Kubrick collaboration A.I.
Artificial Intelligence, will give three Master classes
at the upcoming festival, which has renewed its
relationship with the Market Theatre as a hosting
venue for the next three years.
Of the relationship between RapidLion and the
Market Theatre, festival director Eric Miyeni said,
“The Market Theatre is the home of RapidLion.
We have been here since inception. We cannot
see ourselves being hosted by any other institution
but this iconic theatre space”.
Market Theatre CEO Ismail Mohamed
concurred with Miyeni, echoing the Market
Theatre’s Artistic Director, James Ngcobo’s
sentiments, saying, “RapidLion continues to be a
powerful vehicle that transports us to worlds and
realities that we may otherwise not be receptive
to, which is exactly how we see the work the
theatre does.”
Harlan’s Master classes will explore different
facets of the filmmaking process, namely; It’s All in
the Writing: Making a film with a limited budget
The SHORT - The Calling Card, and Music as
a Scripting Tool - A Possible Pillar for a Film’s
Structure.
Born in Karlushe, Germany in 1937, Harlan
and Kubrick’s working relationship began with
his involvement in the unmade Kubrick film,
Napoleon, for which he did research in 1968.
In 1975, Harlan, the son of two opera singers,

went on to executive produce Barry Lyndon, a
landmark period piece based on the 1844 William
Makepeace Thackeray novel The Luck of Barry
Lyndon.
Hailed as a cinematic feat with scenes shot in
natural light, interior scenes shot by candlelight,
and settings based on William Hogarth’s paintings,
the film won four production-related categories in
the corresponding Academy Awards.
Although cognisant of the role of producers
in the filmmaking chain, Harlan does not seem
to view them as of ultimate importance to the
process, telling tasteofcinema.com that the term
producer is almost useless. “For beginners: You
have to have a story you really love and get it
developed into a script. Then find a director who
also loves it and you have a chance.
“Producers are very important but they don’t
make the film. They can be the seed to a film, but
they are not making it.” Harlan’s Master classes
will take place on the 2nd and 3rd of March 2019,
starting off with It’s All in the Writing, which takes
place on 2 March from 10am to 2pm. The SHORT
will follow in an afternoon session from 3pm to
6pm, while the final class, Music as a Scripting
Tool will take place on 3 March from 10am to
2pm. Tickets are available through Webtickets.
Early bird tickets for the Master classes go on
sale in November 2018 until 31 January 2019.
These are valued at R75 per lecture and R165 for
all three lectures as a package deal for students.
For film professionals and the general public, they
are priced at R155 per session and R350 for all
three lectures as a package.
Late buyer tickets (available from 1 February
until 3 March 2019), are priced the same as early
bird tickets for students, with the general public
and film professionals paying R255 per session
and R550 for all three lectures as a package.

12 November– 25 November 2018
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Eqhudeni Wins the 26th
Zwakala Festival
Eqhudeni snatches a season on the Market Theatre stage
--
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- Lusanda Zokufa-Kathilu
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E

xcitement was palpable at the 26th
Zwakala Festival when Eqhudeni was
announced as the 2018 winner of the
Festival. Eqhudeni is co- written and
directed by Nomfundo Magwaza ka Ziqubu,
NtandoNgcungamaandNokwethembaNgcobo.
Eqhudeni joins a long list of productions that
have come from the Festival to have a successful
season at the Market Theatre and beyond. The
last three successive winning productions are
Isithunzi (2015), TAU (2016) and Dikakapa (2017).
Loud applause broke out in the packed Mannie
Manim Theatre on Sunday 11 November 2018
when the judges made the 2018 announcement.
The judges for the 2018 Zwakala Festival were
award-winning director Dom Khayelihle Gumede,
the Standard Bank Young Artists recipient for
Dance Sonia Radebe and award-winning actress
Linda Sokhulu.
The four finalist productions in the Festival,
What Was is No More, Eqhudeni, The Pilgrimage
and Ibala, came from across Gauteng to showcase
their talent over the two days 10 – 11 November
2018. The top four productions were selected
from the eight productions that were presented at
the Kolapeng showcases that took place during
August.

artists who incorporate and embrace different art
forms in their work. This was again evident in this
year’s top four”, said Zama Buthelezi, the Market
Theatre Foundation’s Brand & Communications
Manager. “The productions were presented in
predominantly African indigenous languages. It
was a treat for the audiences who responded with
ululation and accolades as the actors delivered
the languages with precision, she added.
In Eqhudeni a young woman is forced into an
arranged marriage with a rich man whom she
despises. She faces difficult challenges as she
navigates her feelings between her arranged
spouse and the love of her life. Family dynamics
provide a gripping drama that will raise questions
and evoke the curiosity of audiences.
This production is written in poetic and
mesmerizing isiZulu. Its universal story transcends
cultural barriers. It gives voice to the voiceless
women who are forced into arranged marriages.
The true dynasty of isiZulu culture is stylistically
brought to life with superb design and vibrant
musicality.
Eqhudeni will make its professional premiere
at the Market Theatre for limited season from 30
November – 16 December 2018.

“The Festival has continuously managed
to attract emerging young writers and young

12 November– 25 November 2018
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OSF-SA Commemorative
25-year Exhibition
Collaboration
OSF-SA set to have exhibition at their Cape Town offices
- Bekie Ntini
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T

he Open Society Foundation South
Africa (OSF-SA) celebrates 25 years
of grant making in South Africa. Since
1993 the Foundation has supported
efforts to build a more just society and to realise
the democratic promise made in 1994 across the
country to the value of R1.1 billion. Today, many
of OSF-SA’s programmes focus on defending and
advancing Constitutional rights such as the right
to justice, equality, protest, social services and
equal access to protections of the law.
The Market Photo Workshop (as one of
OSF-SA’s grantees for 10 years) will curate a
contemporary art exhibition for the OSF-SA to
showcase South Africa’s social justice and human
rights journey since 1993. The project will use
various art forms and ephemera to document
and celebrate the South African democracy,
particularly looking at social justice and human
rights issues that OSF-SA has supported since
1993.
OSF-SA Research & Advocacy Coordinator,
Nkateko Chauke said, “ At OSF-SA, we recognise
that photography and the arts has played a critical
part in defining South African politics and culture.
During apartheid, photographs were used as
a tool by security police to monitor political
activists. At the same time, photographs also

offered a powerful way to document the lives
of everyday South Africans, their experiences
of injustice, persecution, defiance, and hope.
Today, photography remains a critical means for
exposing and challenging injustice. At the Open
Society Foundations we strongly support socially
engaged photography and acknowledge its
potential to drive social change.”
The exhibition is curated by Tšhegofatšo
Mabaso and Refilwe Nkomo for the new OSF
offices in Cape Town. The exhibition will be
installed on time for the official opening on 30
November and will run until July 2019.
“This partnership is very exciting for the Market
Photo Workshop and OSF-SA. It combines
innovative approaches to present critical artworks
and public participatory programmes that
confront, investigate, document and present
compelling content to the public to ignite dialogue
and knowledge for a better aware and engaged
society,” said Lekgetho Makola, the Head of the
Market Photo Workshop.
“Together with the grantees who participated
in this process, Market Photo Workshop looks
forward to commemorating OSF-SA’S 25th
anniversary of working in South Africa”, he added.

29 October - 11 November 2018
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My Lagos experience…
Dahlia Maubane reflects on her time in Lagos, Nigeria
- Dahlia Maubane

W

hen travelling to a foreign place
outside my country, I tend to
imagine the worst so that I
am seldomly surprised when
my expectations are met. Lagos was not any
different. That’s personal. I was not surprised by
the unbearable hot weather conditions and the
infamous “Lagos traffic”.
Nevertheless, I was overwhelmed and
felt honoured for being selected as one of
photographers to showcase work at the
prestigious Lagos Photo Festival. This means that
my work is part of the first and only international
arts festival of photography in Nigeria. The
Photo Workshop gave us the platform to be
able to contribute to the African contemporary
photography movement with other prominent
photographers. I got to network with some of
Africa’s best art practitioners who I now interact
with on social media. It happened organically
because we would “tag” and share images of our
brief meetings during the festival.
Preparing for the opening of Medium Time
was exciting. We all contributed to the exhibition
layout. This was a huge learning experience
creating a narrative with three different bodies

16
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of work, allowing the images to be interspersed
with each other in the space. The space itself was
informal. It was one of the LagosPhoto satellite
galleries in the “main land”. The gallery was
accessible to the public. It was right next to a stop
for Okadas (motorcycle taxi). There was a lot of
foot traffic around the space. Side note – me and
Tshepiso paid 500 Naira for a ride on an Okada
just to go down the road and back, I am sure that
was the slowest trip the driver has ever ridden. He
could have been using his legs to push and kickstart the bike.
After our exhilarating experience, the opening
started flocking with people who were just
passing by. They were inquisitive and interested
in what the photography was about. There is
one viewer who noticed that I photographed
in Johannesburg CBD and mentioned that he
wants to visit South Africa again. That resonated
with me since I make images so that the “general
public” is able to interact with them and breaking
the notion that photography bodies of work live
in elite galleries on white walls. I am excited to
see what the future holds for LagosPhoto and I
wish that the Photo Workshop continues to give
female photographers opportunities like these.

12 November– 25 November 2018
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Legitimate Expectations
An exhibition by the Zimbabwe Association of Female Photographers
Photographers: Angela Jimu, Annie Mpalume, Cynthia Matonhodze, Davina
Jogiand Kresiah Mukwazhi
- Mika Conradie
- Photo: ©Cynthia Matonhodze/Deutsche Welle, 2017

T

he Market Photo Workshop is pleased
to present an exhibition of five women
photographers from the Zimbabwe
Association of Female Photographers
(ZAFP). In this exhibition, the photographers
interrogate the notion of Legitimate Expectations,
contrasting the two weeks of elation during the
2017 de facto coup and the inauguration of a
new President, against the ongoing legacy of the
previous administration.
Investigating the rise of General Constantino
Chiwenga and President Emmerson Dambudzo
Mnangagwa, Legitimate Expectations questions
the ability of Zimbabwe to move forward
despite the atrocities of the past. Presenting the
work of photographers born after Zimbabwe’s
independence, the exhibition attempts to
contradict General Chiwenga’s statement made
before the coup, “the history of our revolution
cannot be rewritten by those who have not been
part of it.”
On the contrary, this exhibition suggests that
there is an urgent need to revisit history and
recognise the past as a way of mapping the future
for the younger generation of Zimbabweans
hoping to carve out a more inclusive national
narrative.

18
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Angela Jimu, Annie Mpalume, Cynthia
Matonhodze, Davina Jogi and Kresiah Mukwazhi
are all graduates and alumni of the Market Photo
Workshop in Johannesburg and members of the
Zimbabwe Association of Female Photographers
(ZAFP).
The ZAFP was launched in 2013 as a voluntary
organisation that strives to raise the standard of
professionalism in the industry through projectbased training, networking and the promotion of
our members’ work.
Since its inception, the Association has carried
out photographic projects that not only strengthen
the practice of participants but also seek to inform
the public, increasing visual literacy in Zimbabwe.
The ZAFP believes that women have a different
story to tell and seeks to contribute a new
perspective.
This project is supported by an ANT Mobility
Grant from Pro Helvetia Johannesburg financed
by the Swiss Agency for Development and
Cooperation (SDC).

12 November– 25 November 2018
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The Little Prince opens at the
Ramolao Makhene
After a succesful tour throughout South Africa, The Little Prince arrives back
home at the the Market Theatre
- Lusanda Zokufa-Kathilu

A

fter acclaimed performances at the
National Arts Festival, Vrystaat Arts
Festival, the South African Book Fair,
Cape Town, Sasolburg, and Durban
the Kwasha! Theatre Company continues its
successful tour of Saint Exupéry’s beloved tale,
The Little Prince around South Africa. The show
has already been seen by more than 1500 people
and has received standing ovations and glowing
reviews.
Described as “one of the best festivals shows
I have ever seen” by Cue reviewer Sam Spiller
and as a “must-see” by Bloemfontein Courant
reviewer Jeretha Oosthuizen. The Little Prince
opened to a full house and a sold-out out preview
this week thanks to the French Institute of South
Africa (IFAS) and the Market Theatre Foundation,
with the support of Mazars.
The Little Prince, directed by Mwenya Kabwe
and Clara Vaughan, is a magical African inspired
adaptation of Antoine de Saint-Exupéry’s classic
fable. This world-famous, timeless story celebrates
its 75th anniversary this year – and is still as vivid as
ever! It is brought to life in this exciting production
using an innovative and playful fusion of art
forms - storytelling, music and circus - in multiple
languages, creating a unique South African
production of this French masterpiece, for adults
and children alike.

20
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Originally written in French, The Little Prince
is the world’s most translated book, outside of
religious works. It is translated in 300 languages
including English, Zulu, Afrikaans and Xhosa. It
tells the story of a little boy who leaves the safety
of his own tiny planet to travel the universe,
learning the vagaries of adult behaviour through
a series of extraordinary encounters. Known
as a children’s tale, it is also considered as a
metaphor of a grown-up meeting his inner child.
It is a philosophical contemplation of loneliness,
friendship, adulthood and authority.
The Kwasha! theatre company is a collaborative
project between the Market Theatre Laboratory
and The Windybrow Arts Centre. The project aims
to support the careers of recent graduates and to
provide drama classes for youth at the Windybrow
Arts Centre. Five of South Africa’s most exciting
emergent theatre-makers have been identified as
the inaugural members of the company, and now
work together to create a programme of exciting
new theatre pieces.
The Little Prince is one of the first substantial
projects of Kwasha! Theatre Company. It is
a continuation of the partnership which was
consolidated in an MOU in 2016 between the
Market Theatre Foundation and the French
Institute of South Africa (IFAS).

12 November– 25 November 2018
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Shoes & Coups a Paradox of
the Absurd

Palesa Mazamisa’s new play to be staged at the Market Theatre in November
- Lusanda Zokufa-Kathilu

22
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S

hoes & Coups: a paradox of the absurd,
is a punchy satirical play on the state of
contemporary global politics, the rise of
civil activism and a controversial pair of
shoes. Making her directorial debut at the Market
Theatre is the young and upcoming Palesa
Mazamisa mentored by theatre veteran Maralin
Vanrenen. This brand-new political satire will
premiere at the Barney Simon Theatre for limited
season 16 November – 2 December 2018.
The Ultimate State of Lascivia has lost its leader,
the Supreme General – Uncle Su, who died
tragically choking on a chicken bone when his
limousine crashed into a tree.
Lascivia, his obnoxious daughter the Great
Successor, is set to take over the reign of the
prosperous nation. Regrettably, the Great
Successor has no desire to do so as she dreams
of becoming the world’s most respected fashion
designer. However, as an only child, she has
no choice but to take on her duty and lead the
country.

citizens’ protests escalate to ungovernable levels.
Shoes & Coups provides an illuminating,
insightful, and frequently hilarious look at the
harsh realities of presidential politics.
Palesa Mazamisa is a published writer, playwright
and producer whose contributions vary from
literary to finance and business publications. She
worked in the media and publishing industries
before entering the theatre and film. Her short
story Kadra’s Decree, published in Open: An
anthology of writing by South Africa’s best women
writers, was widely recognised for its subject
matter of Female Genital Mutilation. Her short
story A Day In August was published in the literary
anthology Botsotso 17 in 2016. Her most recent
play, the satirical Shoes & Coups: A Paradox of the
Absurd will be published in an anthology of South
African political plays in 2018.

The ambitious, ruthless and career-climber of
note Deputy CEO of The Corporation Tracinda
Purchase is brought in by Lascivia’s loyal servant
and assistant Nimrod to manage the nation while
Lascivia focuses on her life’s passion. On the other
hand, Nimrod hopes the death of Uncle Su will
finally give him an opportunity to finally prove his
leadership skills. That is if Lascivia and Tracinda
Purchase will let him.

Maralin Vanrenen returns to the Market Theatre
in a mentorship role. She is a notable South African
writer and director for Stage and Television, who
started her career as an actress at the original
Space Theatre Company, in Cape Town. Having
written and directed a number of hugely successful
plays such as the smash rock musical hit, Flashing
Trash and the nuclear nightmare musical Up ‘n
Atom, Vanrenen also directed and co-wrote Have
you seen Zandile - with the two starring actresses
Gcina Mhlope and Thembi Mtshali - which went
on to win a much coveted Fringe First award for
Best Production at the Edinburgh Festival in 1987,
amongst many others.

However, trouble lurks on the fateful day when
the negotiated deal is to be signed. The citizens
of the Ultimate State of Lascivia are fed up and let
it know through the nation’s first iMbongi that it is
time for change.

Shoes & Coups is sponsored by the Department
of Arts and Culture’s Incubation Fund aimed to
assist emerging practitioners in the creative arts to
hone their skills through mentorship and propel
them from amateur to professional status.

It is left up to Nimrod to balance the interest of
the people against the powers that be, as Lascivia
and Tracinda Purchase vie for control while the

12 November– 25 November 2018
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Adele Blank Mentors Market
Theatre Production
Renowned choreographer and dance instructor to mentor new dance piece set
to take stage at the Market Theatre this November
- Lusanda Zokufa-Kathilu
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S

outh African choreographer and dance
instructor, Adele Blank, renowned for her
choreography and teaching in classical
ballet and contemporary dance both
locally and abroad will bring a special touch to the
Market Theatre in NOTED.
NOTED features two women going through
a journey of realisation as they overcome their
entrapment, abuse and oppression to find
common grounds to change what they can
pass on to the next generation. This brand-new
piece created and directed by Julia Burnham
and mentored by dance veteran Adele Blank
considers how gender and culture inform our
personal narratives. How can we revise the mantle
handed down to our children? How can we better
reflect on our own, and other experiences? How
do we learn to act with insight and humanity?
Julia Burnham started dancing at a young age
with various community groups in Alexandra
Township. Burnham did modern and traditional
dance forms which influenced her to join Moving
into Dance Mophatong (MIDM), where she later
progressed to be a full-time company member.
She has worked with various choreographers and
won an award for best upcoming dancer for the
Joburg City Festival. Whilst at MIDM Burnham has
toured to various countries including Switzerland,
France, Germany, London, Australia, Columbia
and Italy with the work of Robyn Orlin.
In 2017 she attended the choreographic
residency at the American dance festival and
choreographed a work titled Colour Blind for the
ADF students at the Duke University, later that year
she choreographed a tribute work called Matlou
which was staged at the Apartheid Museum. Julia

is currently a freelance performing artist and the
founder of Black Jaguar Holdings.
Adele Blank has created at least 50 pieces
including commissioned works for various
companies and for the corporate productions.
Presently, she is based in Cape Town where there
is an offshoot of Free Flight. She also works with
the Cape Town City Ballet, Dance for All, Jikeleza
and various other dance communities and projects
and has continuous involvement in corporate
productions with the Cape Town Opera and Zip
Zap Circus.
Kristin Wilson trained at the National School of
the Arts obtaining a distinction in Dance. She went
on to work with companies including The South
African Ballet Theatre, Cape Town City Ballet,
Freeflight Dance Company, Tshwane Dance
Theatre, Bovim Ballet, Vuyani Dance Company,
South African National Dance Trust and Darkroom
Contemporary
NOTED is presented with support from
Department of Arts & Culture’s Incubator
Programme grant. The Incubator Programme
was initiated by the Department of Arts & Culture
in 2015 to provide additional skills to mid-level
theatre practitioners and to create more artistic
works of local content. Over the past 3 years, the
Incubator Programme has enhanced the talent
and professionalism of numerous young artists
in the disciplines of drama, dance, music, poetry
and photography.
NOTED will run for a limited season at the
Market Theatre from 16 – 18 November 2018.

12 November– 25 November 2018
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At the Exclusive Books
Pan-African Reading Room …
The Exclusive Books Pan-African Reading Room, based at the Windybrow Arts
Centre, offers an interesting collection of literature written by authors from the
African diaspora. The Exclusive Books Reading Room is open to the public every
weekday from 10:00 to 16:00.
Each week in BUZZ, we feature an exciting collection of books from the
Exclusive Books Pan-African Reading Room at the Windybrow Arts Centre to
continue to enrich your cultural experiences at the Market Theatre Foundation.
The 20th November marks the 95th birthday anniversary for Nadine Gordimer,
a literary giant and activist. In remembrance of Nadine Gordimer we look at her
books.
- Zama Sweetness Buthelezi
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JULY’S PEOPLE
Nadine Gordimer

A startling, imaginative novel from
the winner of the Nobel Prize in
Literature
For years, it had been what is
called a “deteriorating situation.”
Now all over South Africa the
cities are battlegrounds. The
members of the Smales family—
liberal whites—are rescued from
the terror by their servant, July,
who leads them to refuge in his
village. What happens to the
Smaleses and to July—the shifts
in character and relationships—
gives us an unforgettable look into
the terrifying, tacit understandings
and misunderstandings between
blacks and whites.
“So flawlessly written that every
one of its events seems chillingly,
ominously
possible.”—Anne
Tyler, The New York Times Book
Review

The Pick Up

Nadine Gordimer

When Julie Summers’s car breaks
down on a sleazy street in a
South African city, a young Arab
mechanic named Abdu comes
to her aid. Their attraction to one
another is fueled by different
motives. Julie is in rebellion against
her wealthy background and her
father; Abdu, an illegal immigrant,
is desperate to avoid deportation
to his impoverished country. In the
course of their relationship, there
are unpredictable consequences,
and overwhelming emotions will
overturn each one’s notion of
the other. Set in the new South
Africa and in an Arab village
in the desert, The Pickup is “a
masterpiece of creative empathy .
. . a gripping tale of contemporary
anguish and unexpected desire,
and it also opens the Arab world
to unusually nuanced perception”
(Edward W. Said).

The Lying days
Nadine Gordimer

Nadine Gordimer’s first novel,
published in 1953, tells the story
of Helen Shaw, daughter of white
middle-class parents in a small
gold-mining town in South Africa.
As Helen comes of age, so does
her awareness grow of the African
life around her. Her involvement, as
a bohemian student, with young
blacks leads her into complex
relationships of emotion and
action in a culture of dissension.
About the Author: Nadine
Gordimer Nadine Gordimer was
born in Springs, in South Africa
in 1923. She was educated at a
convent school and spent a year
at Witwaterstrand University.
Since then, her life has been
devoted to her writing. Her first
novel, The Lying Days (1953), was
based largely on her own life and
set in her home town. In 1974, her
novel The Conservationist, was
joint winner of the Booker Prize
for Fiction. Nadine Gordimer has
been awarded fifteen honorary
degrees from universities in USA,
Belgium, South Africa, and from
York, Oxford and Cambridge
Universities. She was made a
Commandeur de l’Ordre des Arts
et des Lettres, and was judge of
the Man Booker International Prize
in 2007. She was also a founder
of the Congress of South African
Writers. In 1991 she was awarded
the Nobel Prize for Literature,
and in 2007, the Chevalier de la
Legion d’Honneur.
12 November– 25 November 2018
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The Art of pARTnership
Fortnightly in BUZZ, the Market Theatre Foundation celebrates the incredible
pARTnerships that contribute to the growth of this institution and those whose brand
affiliation contributes to making the Market Theatre Foundation a formidable leader
in the art of pARTnership brokering. This week we focus on our partnership with the
Open Society Foundation for South Africa
28
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About the Open Society Foundation for
South Africa

O

SF-SA works through a unique
combination of both grant-making
and advocacy. This is supported by
strategic research, demonstration
projects, convening on niche issues, and
knowledge exchange with network and local
partners. OSF-SA’s work is supported by two
grant-making programmes and a Research and
Advocacy Unit.
OSF-SA is part of the Open Society Foundations.
The work of OSF-SA focuses on South Africa and
the office is based in Cape Town. The Open
Society Foundations’ work in the Southern Africa
region (excluding South Africa) is carried out by
the Open Society Initiative for Southern Africa
(OSISA) which is based in Johannesburg.
Mindful of South Africa’s past, OSF-SA seeks to
promote:
• Democratic, responsive, accountable, and
transparent governance.

• The strengthening of democracy through
informed and appropriate checks and
balances on the exercise of public and
private power.
• The free flow of information and freedom of
expression for all.
• Informed and politically active communities.
• Adherence to the rule of law and universal
access to justice.
• The ability of the poor, disadvantaged, and
marginalised to exercise their rights.
In seeking to promote these principles, OSFSA is guided by the values contained in the
South African Constitution of human dignity and
non-discrimination, and seeks the achievement
of substantive equality and the advancement of
human rights. OSF-SA is committed to promoting
the values, institutions, and practices of an open,
non-racial and non-sexist, democratic civil society.
It works for a vigorous and autonomous civil
society in which the rule of law and divergent
opinions are respected.
OSF-SA supports over 80 organisations working
to promote an open society in South Africa.

12 November– 25 November 2018
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Archiving the Market
Theatre

In the fortnightly series Archiving the Market Theatre Buzz invites our artists,
patrons and supporters to tell us what the Market Theatre means to them. In this
edition of Archiving the Market Theatre we reflect on an obituary that author
Nadine Gordimer wrote in The Independent newspaper on the passing of
Barney Simon, the founder artistic director of the Market Theatre. Barney Simon
died on 13 June 1995.
Share your memories about the Market Theatre and have your story
memorialised in our archive. Send your story not exceeding more than 400
words to lusandaz@markettheatre.co.za

“W

hat was Barney Simon like
as a man? In contrast to his
masterly professionalism in
the theatre, he was often
bamboozled by the mechanisms of daily life: a sort
of endearing Woody Allen character, defeated
by burst pipes, car break-downs, and, in human
relations, open to exploitation in his kindness to
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anyone with a hard-luck story. He was a loving and
loved friend; the theatre was his family. Wherever
theatre flourishes in this free South Africa his work
helped bring about, his spirit will be present:
Woza Barney.”
Nadine Gordimer (Barney Simon obituary,
The Independent , 4 July 1995

12 November– 25 November 2018
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EMPLOYEE OF THE MONTH
OCTOBER
BEKIE NTINI
Coordinator: Mentorships and Training
32
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What drives you to wake up in the morning
and come to work?
A: The desire to apply my skills to
development of arts projects and programmes
in a purposeful way. In addition, my work brings
together individuals from diverse cultures and
work skills backgrounds to foster networking
and sharing of ideas and skills which helps in my
development.
What does your job entail?
A: My responsibilities include developing
training projects, which are aligned with the Public
Programmes and Development programmes. I
coordinate mentorship and training programmes
according to agreed criteria of funders and strategic
objectives of the Market Photo Workshop. I play a
vital role in identifying and managing funding for
programmes from a wide range of funders and
reflect on and review projects to ensure regional,
continental and international integration.
Where do you see yourself in 5 years?
A: My plan is to return home and actively
participate in planning and managing processes

and strategies of media, arts and development
programmes.
Given a chance to change one thing in the Arts
and Culture industry, what would it be?
A: I would work towards assisting in stabilizing
core business funding for and capital development
for arts and culture programmes and projects. It
is essential to secure funding to sustain arts and
culture organizations and stabilize their business.
Availability of capital projects will ensure that arts
and culture organizations can accommodate a
continuous influx of projects through ideal spaces
from which to operate.
What do you do when you’re not at work?
A: I spend time with family and friends. I also
do volunteer tasks with different media, arts, and
development organizations to accomplish set
objectives. Volunteering is an integral part of my
life and an expression of my values, it allows me
to share my skills and to commit to address some
social issues that I am passionate about.

12 November– 25 November 2018
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Market Theatre Tours
Looking back down memory lane
- Busi Letwaba
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O

ver 1400 guests from all around the
world visited the Market Theatre for
a guided tour of the space this year.
The most popular tours however
attract students from across the country who
want to aspire to perform on the Market Theatre’s
stages.
In a recent tour, 3 students from Phalaborwa got
to learn about the Market Theatre Laboratory
Programmes when they undertook a guided
tour. All three of them have been short listed to
audition. Market BUZZ wishes them success!

The Market Theatre Foundation has also
introduced a package deal for schools which
includes attendance at a show, participation in
a performance workshops and a walk through
some of the fascinating backstage areas of the
Market Theatre Foundation.
To book for an exclusive tour
Email:
Busil@markettheatre.co.za
Tel: 		
011 832 1641
Tours date: Every Wednesday
Time:
11:00- 12:30
Price:
R20 per person.

12 November– 25 November 2018
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LIVE AT THE MARKET
THEATRE …
Make reservations for your visits to the Market Theatre so much easier. With
one glance at the table below you can now see the start and end date for each
production season. For more details about the productions visit the
Market Theatre Foundation website www.markettheatre.co.za,
www.webtickets.co.za or buy your ticket at any Pick ‘n Pay store.
For block bookings call
Anthony Ezeoke at 011 832 1641/083 246 4950
SHOW

The Little Prince
Shoes and Coups

NOVEMBER

6 – 25
16

Noted

16 – 18

Mbuso Khoza Live

23 – 25

Nokukhanya Dlamini Live
Eqhudeni (Zwakala Winner)
36
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DECEMBER

21

1
30

16

THE LITTLE PRINCE
Antoine de Saint-Exupéry’s world famous
and timeless classic book is celebrating its 75th
anniversary this year – and is still as vivid as
ever! The book is brought to life in an exciting
production created with the additional support of
Mazars reinforces a fruitful collaboration between
the French Institute of South Africa (IFAS) and the
Market Theatre Foundation.
Originally written in French, The Little Prince
is the world’s most translated book, outside of
religious works. It is translated in 300 languages
including English, Zulu, Afrikaans and Xhosa. It
tells the story of a little boy who leaves the safety
of his own tiny planet to travel the universe,
learning the vagaries of adult behaviour through
a series of extraordinary encounters. Known
as a children’s tale, it is also considered as a

metaphor of a grown-up meeting his inner child.
It is a philosophical contemplation of loneliness,
friendship, adulthood and authority.
The Little Prince performed by Kwasha! will be a
magical re-telling of the book using an innovative
and playful fusion of art forms – storytelling, music
and circus – in multiple languages, creating a
unique South African inspired production of this
French masterpiece, for adults and children alike.
Dates
Tuesday 06 November Sunday 25 November 2018
Time
Friday - 19:15
Saturday and Sunday - 15:00
Venue
Mannie Manim
12 November– 25 November 2018
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SHOES AND COUPS
Shoes & Coups a paradox of the absurd an
original play by Palesa Mazamisa
The Ultimate State of Lascivia has lost its leader,
the Supreme General – Uncle Su, who died
tragically choking on a chicken bone when his
limousine crashed into a tree.
The Great Successor, his daughter is set to
take over the reign of the prosperous nation.
Regrettably, the Great Successor has no desire
to do so as she dreams of becoming the world’s
most respected fashion designer. However, as an
only child, she has no choice but to take on her
duty and lead the country.
Lascivia’s loyal servant and assistant Nimrod
saves the day when he arranges for Tracinda
Purchase, the ambitious Deputy CEO of The
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Corporation, to manage the nation while Lascivia
focuses on her life’s passion. Ambitious, tenacious
and ruthless, Tracinda is a career-climber of note.
Shoes & Coups is a punchy satirical play on the
state of contemporary global politics, the rise of
civil activism and a controversial pair of shoes.
Dates
Thursday 16 November
Sunday 02 December 2018
Time
Friday - Saturday - 20:15
Sunday - 15:15
Venue
Barney Simon

NOTED
NOTED features two women going through
a journey of realisation as they overcome their
entrapment, abuse and oppression to find
common grounds to change what they can
pass on to the next generation. This brand-new
piece created and directed by Julia Burnham
and mentored by dance veteran Adele Blank
considers how gender and culture inform our
personal narratives. How can we revise the mantle
handed down to our children? How can we better
reflect on our own, and other experiences? How
do we learn to act with insight and humanity?
Julia Burnham started dancing at a young age
with various community groups in Alexandra
Township. Burnham did modern and traditional
dance forms which influenced her to join Moving
into Dance Mophatong (MIDM), where she later

progressed to be a full-time company member.
She has worked with various choreographers and
won an award for best upcoming dancer for the
Joburg City Festival. Whilst at MIDM Burnham has
toured to various countries including Switzerland,
France, Germany, London, Australia, Columbia
and Italy with the work of Robyn Orlin.
Dates
Thursday 15 November
Sunday 18 December 2018
Time
Friday - Saturday - 20:00
Sunday - 15:00
Venue
John Kani
12 November– 25 November 2018
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ZWAKALA

FESTIVAL

2018
EQHUDENI

In Eqhudeni a young woman is forced into an
arranged marriage with a rich man whom she
despises. She faces difficult challenges as she
navigates her feelings between her arranged
spouse and the love of her life. Family dynamics
provide a gripping drama that will raise questions
and evoke the curiosity of audiences.
This production is written in poetic and
mesmerizing isiZulu. Its universal story transcends
cultural barriers. It gives voice to the voiceless
women who are forced into arranged marriages.
The true dynasty of isiZulu culture is stylistically
brought to life with superb design and vibrant
musicality.
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Dates
Thursday 15 November
Sunday 18 December 2018
Time
Friday - Saturday - 20:00
Sunday - 15:00
Venue
John Kani

Last Week in Pictures
Women, War and Struggles

©Michael Phasha
12 November– 25 November 2018
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Last Week in Pictures
MAZARS Opening Night

©Ngoma Ka Mpahlele
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Last Week in Pictures
The Little Prince Opening Night

©Thandile Zwelibanzi
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